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Boise State's Phi
Kappa Phi announces
student writing contest
The Boise State University
chapter of Phi Kappa Phi
announces the WallaceG.
Kay-Phi Kappa Phi annual
student writing contest.
The award is named in
honor of Kay, a Boise State
English professor. and
associate director of the
Honors Program until his
death in Sept. 1996.
Phi Kappa Phi is an
interdisciplinary honor
society that ' promotes
superior scholarship. In
this spirit Phi Kappa Phi
solicits submissions of
outstanding student papers
written for any Boise State
course completed in the
spring, summer or fall
semesters of 2003. Papers'
must be submitted by Jan.
30, 2004; membership
in Phi Kappa Phi is not
required.
Winners will be selected
from each college by a
panel of faculty evaluators.
All college winners will
be notified by the end of
March and recognized
during the Phi Kappa Phi
initiation ceremony on
April 13. Students may
initiate the process, but
a faculty nomination
form must accompany
submitted papers.
Detailed instructions
and nomination forms
are available from
Economics Professor
Peter Lichtenstein at
plichten@boisestate.edu.
Boise State and
The Flicks honor
Elia Kazan with film
screening
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Chef.in-the-making ~hristine Henry prepares a dish for afternoon diners at tho Culinary Arts restaurant on campus.
ChefRichard Langston teaches
the art of cuisine at Boise State
BYJESSICA ADAMS
Managing Editor
The Arbiter
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Chef Instructor Vern Hinckman coaches proper
wine preparation.
tudents of the Boise State Culinary Arts Institute,
mentored by Guest Chef Richard Langston, former co-
owner of local conglomerate Rampant Restaurants, are ,
serving traditional French, Italian, Mediterranean, Asian,
and Brazilian cuisine over the next four weeks.
Langston said he created the diverse menu with the
students' curriculum in mind. "This way they get exposed
to many different things in a short period of time."
The Culinary Arts program rotates local guest chefs to teach students the
fine art of gourmet food preparation. Langston, who is paid as an adjunct
instructor, said the program offers students the opportunity to work in a
real world work environment.
"It's also a networking opportunity. I get to meet potential employees
and it's like a four-week interview," Langston said.
After owning a restaurant business for almost eight years, the locally
famous chef is enjoying himself in the kitchen with students.
"I wasn't where I wanted to be. I was running a business, not being a chef.
So the timing couldn't have been better for this opportunity," Langston
said. " For any teacher, seeing students putting something together that's
really good is amazing. I'm going 'wow,"
Located just west of the Pavilion parking lot, the Culinary Arts restaurant
offers an affordable fine dining experience to the Boise State community,
Tuesday through Friday from 11:30-1 p.m, The restaurant offers.gourmet-
quality lunches at an affordable price, ranging from $8 to $10.
The Culinary Arts school also features a deli-right across the hall
from the restaurant--where customers can choose from a wide selection
of deli items ranging from $3-5. The deli also features gourmet-to-go
dishes-pre-cooked meals customers can take home and warm in the oven
or microwave. Chef Instructor Vern Hinckman described the program as
"home-meal replacement."
"People are tired of picking up a burger or pizza-this Is an alternative,"
Hinckman said. '
.Mayoral
candidate
promotes
cleaner
downtown
BYMONICA ProCE
News Reporter
The Arbiter
Vaughn Killeen, Ada County
Sheriff since 1984, is one of
four'candidates running for the
position of mayor - and he has a
message for non-voters.
"If you don't vote I never want
to hear you complain about
anything your government
does," Killeen said.
Killeen predicted a close
election where every vote will
count. "I don't want to hear any
nonsense that it doesn't make
any difference," Killeen said.
Killeen wants to promote
high-density housing in the
downtown area in an effort to
decrease traffic, reduce urban
sprawl and cutdown on air
pollution. "It's something
we have to have a better'
understanding of, especially in
the downtown area where you
can accommodate high-density
and mixed residential," Killeen
said. Killeen said at the present
momentthe
downtown
area is split
between
low-income
housing
and high-
income
condos.
KiHeen's
vision for Vaughri Killeen
the -future
is a mixed-use downtown. area
where mom and pop stores
flourish amongst residential
housing and big business. With
more people living downtown,
foot traffic in front of businesses
will increase and people will be
more inclined to use public
transportation, thus cutting
down on air pollution, Killeen
said. '
Killeen characterized urban
sprawl as the enemy, and said
the infrastructure supporting it '
has become too costly.
"We need to plan our land use
before we plan our roadways."
Killeen wants to work with the
ACHD and. the neighborhood
reinvestment'''''' program
to, put sidewalks in older
neighborhoods.
Many older neighborhoods
'in Boise don't have sidewalks,
the few pedestrians that brave
these streets are forced to walk
in the road.
Killeen says a lack of sidewalks
is . a barrier to tight-knit
neighborhoods, contributes
to road congestion and causes
"problems for kids walking to
school.
"You don't want, your kids
walking to school' in the
roadway. period. You want
them on the sidewalk," Killeen
said. "If people' don't have
any sidewalks, then people
aren't going to walk through
nelghborhoods, they're going
to drive, when they drive they
don't know their neighbors,
There is no connectivity."
Killeen supports the
development of the convention
center downtown as .a way to
boost Boise's economy, "With
that new convention center
we will be able to compete for
80pert;enr. of the conventions
nationwide rathertftan jtiSt20
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The ' Boise State
University History
Department and The Flicks
Theater mark the passing
of acclaimed film and stage
director Elia Kazan with the
screening of his timeless
film "On the Waterfront"
at 6:30 p.m, Wednesday,
Nov. 5. Admission is $7.50
general and $5,50 for
seniors and students with
!D. The evening includes
introductory remarks
by Boise State History
Professor Todd Shallat and
an optional seminar-style
discussion following the
film in the Flicks' loft. The
Flicks Theater is located at
646 Fulton St. near Capitol
Boulevard and Myrtle
Street.
"On the Waterfront" is
the fact-based story of a
longshoreman (played by
Marlon Brando) who is
blackballed and beaten
for informing on mobsters
who have sold out his
union. The 1954 film won
a Best Director Oscar for
Kazan as well as Oscars
for Best Picture and Best
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Letter home from Iraq turns out to be not.50 personal
StUdent evailes progranr'to 'prevent music ,piracy
the Gannett newspapers ... and ' The Herald printed the letter, News Service reported that it
a number of people in his unit signed by Sgt. Chris Shelton of , had reached six soldiers directly
decided that was a good idea Snohomish, Wash., on Sept. 6. or through thelr families and
and they wanted to do it, too," Editors realized it was a form that none had said he was the
Air Force Col. Jay DeFrank. the letter when they subsequently author of the letter. One told
Pentagon's director of media ' received two identical copies the news service that he did not
'operations, said Monday. ' signed' by other service, sign it. All said they agreed with
The letter also was sent to' members. its message.
newspapers that are not part The same letter also appeared Susan I,ocke,the mother
of the Gannett chain. Several in the Charleston Gazette in of Chris Shelton, said in
copies of the letter were received, West Vrrgin(a .and the Tulare an interview with the Los
by the Los Angeles Times, but Advance-Regtster in California, Angeles Times' that her son
none were published. Bob each time with the name of a had acknowledged to her in a
Bolerjack, editorial page editor local Soldier. In all," the five- phone conversation that he did
at The Herald in Everett, Wash:; , 'paragraph letter was published, 'notwritc the letter. He said his
said his newspaper had been in some-form, in at least 11 commander had circulated it.
"duped." newspapers, the Gannett News "But he said: 'That letter is
"I won't second-guess a Service found. gospel truth. We were' asked
layman, but someone inside Each letter carried the name, if we agreed with it to sign it,
our business would understand of a- soldier from the 2nd because we are so sick of the
that' you don't do that, that it Battalion of the 503rd Airborne' media telling stories that are
isn't right," he said. Infantry Regiment. The Gannett not true and want people to....-:-----'------------'------_...:..-_-------.
BYAARON ZlTNER
Los Angeles Times
The Los Angeles Times-
Washington Post News Service
newspapers around the United
States, signed by soldiers who
agreed with its message but
apparently did not write it.
The letters were published
, at a time when surveys show
Americans have growing doubts
about the U.S. mission in
Iraq. The Bush administration
recently began a public-
relations effort to tell the nation
that plenty of good news about
. Iraq has gone unreported by the
major media.
The Pentagon down played
the notion that the letter was
part of a large, coordinated
effort to sway public opinion.
"All we know here is that
some unit's commander
decided that what he wanted to
, do was write a letter to.some of
WASHINGTON -- The letter
to the local newspaper was
detailed and personal, relaying
the work that U.S. soldiers were
doing to rebuild the northern
Iraqi city of Kirkuk. The police
force and fire departments have
been rebuilt, it said, and the
streets are largely clear of trash.
"Children smile and run up to
shake hands and in their broken
English shouting, 'Thank you,
Mister," it said. But the letter
was not the personal message
from a hometown soldier that
it purported to be. Identical
copies have appeared in
Correction
A reporting error was 'made concerning the planning of the Homecoming celebrati~ns in last Monday's
issue. The Homecoming Committee was responsible for decorating the Student Union Building, not the
Student Athletic Advisory Committee.
In addition, tileHomecoming Committee's Telly Rollinger was instrumental to the success of
Homecoming week. The Arbiter apologizes for any confusion that may have resulted.
Monday Night
All you can eatSPAGHETTL
$5·75
Tuesday Night
All you can eat LASAGNA
$6.25 .
BYEUSE ACKERMAN
Knight Ridder Newspapers
(KRT)
regular copies or to sending
promotional copies that timed
out after 10 days:
But Halderman managed to
stop the software from installing
itself on his PC.
"In practice, many users who
try to copy the disc will succeed
without even noticing that it's
protected, and all others can
bypass the protections with as
little as a single key stroke," he
wrote.
Nathaniel Brown, a BMG
spokesman, admitted the
restrictions could be bypassed
by a determined consumer. But
he likened the software, made
by SunnComm Technologies,
to a "speed bump" that would
deter ordinary consumers from
casually making multiple illegal
copies.
A Princeton University
student has found he can
defeat a highly touted computer
program to prevent music
piracy with the stroke of a single
key: "Shift."
In a paper posted on his
Web site on Monday, graduate
student John Halderman,22,
said he got around restrictions
built into ilie CD "Comin' From
Where I'm From," by Anthony
Hamilton, a soulful R&B artist.
The CD, released by BMG's
Arista Records last month,
was heavily promoted as the
first to use copy management
technology. Software included
on the CD limited consumers
to burning only three
INCLUDES SOUP ORSALAD, AND GARLIC BREAD.
Available for dine in or take out.
",
Not available with any other offers.
Validated Parking is available.
.. '-~' ', ,- ,,' - yo- .. .. •
, - ~~:. . .:". , .' -;:-- ~
. '
know what we are doing over
here," Locke said, quoting her
son.
, The letter laid out the ways
that U.S. troops are rebuilding
Kirkuk.
"New water treatment
and sewage plants are
being constructed and' the
distribution of oil and gas are
steadily improving,'" it said.
"All iliese' functions 'were
started by our soldiers here in I
this northern city and are now
slowly being turned over to the
newly elected city government.
;..The quality oflife and security
for the citizens has been largely
restored and we area large part
of why that has happened.
BMG, a - Bertelsmann
subsidiary, and oilier music
companies have sought to
discourage mass, copying by
..taking 261 people to court
last month for sharing songs
wiilioutpermlssion and have
threatened other lawsuits. '
Halderman's paper could be
considered a violation of the
Digital Millennium Copyright
Act, a controversial law that
prohibits making devices that
circumvent copy-prevention
measures, said Peter Jacobs,
president of the Phoenix, Ariz.,
company.
Jacobs said he had no
intention of suing Halderman
under the act, and that the
student should spend his time
researching something more
worthwhile.
I,,
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Silver Creek Plunge, Idaho: My happy place
BYMICHELLE SELLS
The Arbiter
Most of us have a special
place. My special place. has
always been Silver Creek
Plunge. I first visited Silver
Creek about 25 years ago; my
dad worked for the owner at the
time and we spent a few weeks
there taking care of the place.
It is these memories that began
-rny love affair with this special
area.
Silver Creek Plunge is a hot
springs resort community. Now
before you jump to conclusions
let me explain. You will not find
million-dollar homes or tennis
courts, what you will find is a
few A-frame cabins for rent,
a moderate-sized hot springs
swimming pool, a small store
and snack bar, a volley ball
court, a beautiful creek and a
camp ground. But it's not so
modern as you might think.
The campground has water and
vault toilets but no electricity. I
know, as far as camping goes
this is pretty cushy, but sparse
for a resort. But, the place is
enchanting.
The plunge is set in the
bottom of Peace Valley, at an
elevation of about 4,700 feet.
Surrounding the steep densely
wooded mountains here in the
Boise National Forest are peaks
standing approximately 6,000 to
7,000 feet in elevation.
The name Silver Creek was
not chosen arbitrarily. The creek
and surrounding mountains
have high deposits of mica. The
mica glitters and reflects the
sunlight everywhere. It gives the
area a fairytale appearance.
The greatest thing about the ,
area is the variety of activities
to choose from. I have used
Silver Creek as a base for hiking,
mountain biking, ATV riding
and hunting. The area is littered
with many forest roads and
hiking trails perfectly suited to a
day or weekend of exploring.
On our last visit to Silver
Creek Plunge we discovered
the Silver Creek lookout station.
To find the station, head north
from the plunge about four
miles until coming to a clearly
Killeen
from page I
freight, we're prime for that.
And spin off from that kind of
business could potentially be
incredible, with good paying
jobs."
Killeen said with a new tower,
the Boise airport could open
its third runway to commercial
traffic.
"Those are projects that
... need the mayor out there
cheerleading to get the funding
Shorts
from page 1
honorary Oscar in 1999 angered
many in the film community
because of his cooperation
with the House Un-American
Activities Committee in 1952,
which contributed to the ruin
of many careers in Hollywood.
Kazan died Sept. 28, 2003 at the
ageof94 ...
Student Union Offers
Great Halloween
Atmosphere For
Families
Halloween promises to be
an evening of spirited fun
and silly spooks at Boise State
University. Student groups and
TVTV are joining to morph the
for those programs," Killeen
said.
Killeen says he has maintained
a working relationship with the
public for the last 19 years. He
admits he's made mistakes,
but points to his reputation as
being honest, forthcoming with
his faults and standing up for
what he believes in. In an effort
to increase public trust in the
mayor's office, Killeen wants
to use a Web site to publicly
disclose city expenses. "Every
citizen out there can be in
essence a chief financial officer
from their home," Killeen said.
Student Union into a Nightmare
on University Drive on the
ghostly holiday, complete
with decorations, treats and a
haunted house. Participants
are encouraged to come in
costume. Here is a listing of
the eerie events happening in
the Student Union Friday, Oct.
31.All events are free and open
to the public unless otherwise
specified.
Student programs Board
is hosting a carnival for
children, 6-9 p.m. in the Jordan
Ballroom. The carnival will
include a jump house, music,
treats, games, prizes' and a
costume parade
There will. be a dance
marathon from 6 p.m>
midnight in the Hatch
Ballroom promoted by TVTV,
broadcasted live on Channel
11.To participate in the Wicked
Good Boogie and raise money
Killeen added that every
candidate would tell you they
are going to improve trust in the
'city government, but only time
will tell.
"I can tell you this, if the
next mayor is not open
and transparent to the
community ... that mayor won't
be successful,"
More information on
Killeen's campaign
can be found at
Killeen4Mayor.com.
for TVTV, participants must
raise at least $30 in pledges.
Participants will receive a
T-shirt and admittance into
the event. Admission is $5 for
students, $5 advance and $10
at the door for non-students,
$15 per couple at the door, and
$20 for families at the door.
Tickets may be purchased from
TVTV board members and at
the Student Union Information
Desk.
The Lookout Room will be
transformed into a haunted
house, running from 6 p.m.-
midnight
Visit the game center for
specials on games including
billiards and bowling
Dead 8 Productions
will screen films by local.
independent filmmakers from
8 p.m.-midnight in the Special
Events Center
through continuous windows.
I was awestruck when we
reached the summit. We could
see nearly every mountain peak
for 30 miles. It was easy to see
from that summit the 25 miles
to the town of Crouch. Peace
Valley and every other little
vaUey for miles around looked
like a pointillist painting, with
specks of bright fail colors all
blending together. It is difficult
to do this spot justice with
words. It's well worth a look of
your own.
Regardless if you are alone,
with a group or your family, you
can find plenty in the area to
keep you busy. The people who
own and run the plunge are an
excellent source of information
and are happy to share their
knowledge with visitors. Iwould
highly recommend this spot
to anyone, but hurry and go
before the weather gets too cold
and you have to snowmobile in.
Directions; From BSU go
doumtoum to State Street. Follow
State Street N.E. until it becomes
State Highway 44. Just outside Eagle
you will find a junction to State
Highway 55. Follow 55 until you
reacn Banks, where you will find the
tum off to Crouch. Once ill Crouch
follow the main road through taWil,
which is Forest Road 698. About
14 miles outside of tOWIl you will
come to a fork ill the road. Forest
road 671 should be clearly marked,
follow it the remaining distance
to Silver Creek Plunge. For more
information visit their website at.
silercreekplunge.com, or call Waylle,
Julia or Todd Stephens at 739-3400.
No Beer in the Fridge?
... meet me at the
marked road indicating the
turn off for Boiling Springs and
the lookout station. Follow this
rough road for another six miles
to the station.
A word of caution: be
prepared for a steep elevation
gain. From the plunge's 4,700
feet elevation the road climbs
approximately 2,100 feet to the
lookout station.
Most people are familiar with
lookout stations. For those of
you who aren't, the stations
serve as a shelter for sharp-eyed
individuals whose job is to spot
forest fires.
Scanning the horizon from
one of these lookouts is a
relatively easy task from the
unlimited 360-degree views
THERAPEUTIC
- private hot tub
& sauna rooms
-- massage therap~
Thursday is
BSU night!
Show your student 10
10' $5,~ffm!
240SBogus Basin Rd.
Boise, 10 83]02
ResetVations:
333-882]
opcn]days
aweek·
GOP turns to Israeli lobby for support
BYDANAMILBANK
The Washington Post
The Los Angeles Post- .
Washington Post News Service
WASHINGTON--Has _ AIPAC
gone GOP?
The powerful pro- Israel lobby,
the ,American Israel Public
Affairs Committee, has a long
tradition of partisan neutrality.
So some. eyebrows were raised
on Capitol Hll1last week when
Roll Call published an'article
titled. "GOP .turns to Israeli
lobby toboost iraq support." c
"AIPAC's initiative is part of
an intense public and private,
campaign by the WhiteHouse,"
the newspaper reported. Among
the group'!! targets: norte .~ther .
thaIl: Sen, Joseph Lieberman
\.. 'x -,_.,._~
(Conn.), an orthodox Jew who
is a Democratic presidential
candidate.
The report came two weeks
after AIPAC, in' its newsletter,
scolded another Democratic
candidate, former· Vermont
governor Howard Dean, for
his statement that the United
States should "not take sides" in
the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.
This was· too .much for
Jeremy llabinoviti,cmefof
staff to Rep. Lois Capps, D-
Calif., •and anJ\lPAC .research
analyst milie .lllld-19ilos."'For
years, AlPAC has distinguished
itself 'as a strictly .:bipartisan
advocateftlr ..strong. U.S.-Israel
relations," he said on Friday.
uIt's:, clishea#~Il1ngLto.see
i
the organization become an
increasingly partisan voice for
the Republican agenda, and this
approach will not help the pro-
Israel cause in Washington;"
AIPAC denies-this. "AIPAC is
a nonpartisan organization,"
said spokeswoman Rebecca
Dinar. "It's our job to make sure
that it staysthat way." She said
the Was
Dean
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"It's nice that you listen/
it'd be nicer if you joined in"
BY MARCY NEWMAN
Boise State English Professor
Special to The Arbiter
If you really listen to the lyrics of Ani
DiFranco you will notice that her singing
is a social act; it's something she does,
not something she sells. Listening to and
watching her perform her punk-folk-funk
style of music is like attending a political
rally. She commands attention from her
audience not just to groove to the jazzy
beat of her music, but to focus carefully
on the sometimes painstaking lyrical,
often autobiographical, narratives about
politics, love, and life.
DiFranco uses an alternative grassroots
folk style to sell her music. Choosing
to remain outside mainstream music
corporations, she developed her niche
by creating Righteous Babe Records,
her independent record label that she
founded at the age of 18 in her hometown
Buffalo, New York. Thirteen years later,
Difranco continues to practice what she
preaches in her music, as in songs like
"Serpentine" on her latest album Evolve:
"and the music industry mafia is pimping
girl power I sniping off sharpshooter
singers from their Styrofoam towers I
and hip hop is tied up in the back room I
with a logo stuffed in its mouth I cuz the
master's tools will never dismantle the
master's house." Not only does she call
attention to the limitations of popular
music as imagined by corporate media,
but she also identifies the accompanying
misogyny and racism through her
allusion to poet Audre Lorde.
Importantly, Difranco is one of the few
white singers who addresses racism in her
lyrics asin "Subdivision," from her 2001
album "Reckoning," which examines the
tragedy of white flight: "white people are
so scared of black people I they bulldoze
out to the country I and put up houses on
little loop-dee-loop streets I and while
america gets its heart cut right out of its
chest / the berlin wall still runs down
main street I separating east side from
west." Her dedication to raising people's
consciousness about the insidious ways
that racism affects our lives on a daily
basis is akin to the ways that she treats
homophobia, misogyny, classism, and
the decline of American democracy in
her lyrics.
Oftentimes these issues combine as
in the ironic title song "Evolve," off of
her newest record: "cuz they are locking
our sons I and our daughters in cages I
they are taking by the thousands I our
lives from under usl it's a crash course
in religious fundamentals I now let's all
go to war I get some bang for our buck."
Themes of corporate greed reverberate
here in the context of military intervention
at home and abroad. These are issues that
permeate her earlier songs, like "Crime
for Crime" where she highlights the
oxymoronic criminal justice system and
the way it affects poor people and people
of color most severely.
Difranco's politics are not bound
up merely within her musical skill. Her
genius can also be attributed to her knack
for playing with language. Indeed most
of her songs are intricate poems. In each
and every one of DiFranco's piercing
and penetrating songs the feminist tenet
"the personal is political" rises right
to the surface whether she's singing
through the emotional roller coasters
of relationships with men or women, or
the injustices she witnesses when she
sees homeless people with AIDS on city
streets. As she evolves as a musician
and poet her work as a political activist
becomes more committed, Her website
(www.righteousbabe.com) features links
for fans to get involved in issues such
as peace and justice, a woman's right to
reproductive freedom, and independent
media. To attend an Ani DiFranco concert
or to listen to her music is to be inspired
to join her in a feminist campaign to
make the world a better place.
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Georgie's
other war
BYJUSTIN HURST
Columnist
The Arbiter
I must admit that I am amazed by
George W. Bush's ability to multi-task.
He can fight a war on (for) drugs, on
- (non-Saudi and non-Israeli) terrorism,
on non-white immigration, on clvil
liberties, on poor people, on the
English language, and, yes, even on sex.
Conservatives alike have expressed their
relief to finally have a pro-abstinence
president: "You cannot begin to
describe how. immensely helpful it has
been to have a president who backs the
abstinence cause," says Richard Ross, a
spokesman for True Love Waits.
It was actually a Democrat,' Bill
Clinton, who signed the act that called
for the expansion of abstinence-only
education (he also signed the nefariously
retrogressive Welfare Reform Bill), but
it wasn't until George W. was selected
by those happy-go-lucky Supreme
Court justices. to be president that
schools began taking the initiative. This
year the U.S~ government spent $117
million to reward schools that pushed
abstinence-only "sex education", trying
to keep in line with the Republican
notion of "Family Values". (It should
be noted that two of the most zealous
proponents of 'family values.' Newt
Gingrich and Pat Robertson, are
themselves fond of extramarital sex
and prostitutes, respectively). The aptly
named, faith-based abstinence group,
Silver Ring Thing (are they serious?),
alone received a grant of $700,000
from the government to expand its
promotion of abstinence throughout
the country.
Bush and others advocate abstinence
as the only 100 percent reliable
preventative for .pregnancy .8.'l.d,_
for all intents and purposes, u is.
However, while teen pregnancy is a
concern, it only serves as a vehicle ~or
religious-moral absolutism. Moreover,
the idea of premarital 'abstinence is
premised on the false presumption
that teenagers aren't intellectually,
physically, or emotionally ready for sex,
so it's therefore unnecessary to educate
them about contraception; teenagers
should just avoid sex, even discourse,
altogether. Bush also believes that
minors should not be exempt from
the death penalty (our country in fact
is the only developed country that
still sentences minors to death). In
other words, minors can make adult
criminal decisions, just not decisions
concerning sex.
Teenagers go through confusing
transitions, including an accelerated
sex drive, during their high school
years, so when they are told to ignore
their sexual tendencies, they are left
even more confused and inclined to
experiment (without protection). Sex'
is very natural and very healthy, when
practiced intelligently. "Researchers
at the Alan Guttmacher Institute,
a reproductive health think-tank,
found in their comparison of teenage
pregnancy rates between five
developed countries that there was no
relation between the amount of sexual
activity and frequency of pregnancies"
according to the BBC. "Young people
in Sweden, which had the lowest rate of
teenage pregnancy, are more sexually
active than their U.S. counterparts,
but the rate of teenage pregnancy is
nearly four times lower." The United
States has one of the highest rates of
teen pregnancy, behind Russia, and
is coincidentally the only developed
country that tends to avoid the subject
of sex in schools.
Abstinence-only programs teach
teenagers to view single parents and
homosexual couples as unnatural,
because they are told that, morally,
only (legally) married people should
be having sex. As single and gay-parent
households multiply, which they are,
this unfounded perception could have
dangerous implications.
Abstinence is a choice, not a moral
obligation," and its ineffectiveness
(like that of Bush's), if not counter
productivity, at curbing teen
pregnancy rates and creating a g~neral
understanding of sex has become
increasingly clear.
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OPINION
Danger
Baby fans
,(and band
member)
unite
D
D
Maybe Brian Mayer is the
one in need of growing up•••
Mr. Mayer's uneducated "review" of rock
band Danger Baby is a blatantly rude, immature
opinion that was way out of line. Until today I
was considering offering him a simultaneous
news slot to post to our news column ... but
ethnocentric ranting gets you nowhere in a
business set up to support all music, not just
what you get wet to.
Starting at the beginning, the "quartet" Mayer
speaks of actually includes five (5) members.
So, he obviously didn't even take the time to
look at the so-called "nice and very informative"
press packet he received. He completely missed
the lead vocalist, Seth, whose vocal styling
and lyrics he called "cheesy, raspy, and over-
emphasized."
Secondly, Danger Baby's name doesn't have
to make sense for them to be a legitimate
band. Name one band, whose name makes
sense ... then again, perhaps it does make sense,
and dear Brian is too uneducated to get it, who
knows. As for being generic; if you hate it, it
can't be generic.
More than once Brian mentions the word
"pop music," which is a category that Danger
Baby docs NOT fall into. This fills us in on
what Brian's favorite type of music is. Thus,
explaining his warped and ethnocentric
opinions about music as a whole. If the only
form of music he thinks exists and is legitimate
is pop, of course Danger Baby is going to be
crap, as is any form of rock music, followed by
punk, country, classical, and basically anything
that's not pop.
Skipping quickly to the end of Mr. Mayer's
article, he says, " ... have no expectations,
success in music docs not depend on record
deals or press reviews, if you like what you do
then you are successful." This statement alone
contradicts everything his article is based on.
He bashes the guitarist, the lyrics and vocalist,
the album as a whole and even goes as far as to
bash their name. Yet he says if you're a musician
doing what you love and having a good time,
you're a successful band ...well, in my opinion,
Danger Baby is the epitome of a successful
band following those guidelines. This being
why Danger Baby has been 'Band of the Month'
on Northwest Music Online ... and yes, perhaps
more than once.
Which brings me to the basis for my whole
rebuttalto Brian's article .. .I'm the marketing
director for Northwest Music Online (www.no
rthwestmusiconline.com). And to answer his
Danger Baby strikes back
First of all, it didn't take you long in your
article to get things wrong. We are a five
piece band, which if you more than grazed
the bio or even looked at the picture you
would have figured out. Regardless of
this large mistake I was willing to listen
to your critical views. However, much,
of your review was drowned in abstract
descriptions and moronic soap-boxing.
Statements like "guitar-store-employee-
type rock riff' lead me to believe that
somehow someone who works in a
guitar store writes a certain type of guitar
lick, which apparently is common and
uninteresting. I never thought someone's
resume had an impact on how crappy
their music was-I always figured people
who worked at music stores were fans of
music. Next, you stated cur music had
an "overemphasized vocal." Is it too loud
in the mix, or too layered, or not layered
enough? Is it off-key? And by employing
this "overemphasized vocal" how does
our music become boring? Is it repetitious,
is it not dynamic enough,
does it have a slim range? You
throw out statements like the
previous yet leave the band
and the readers wondering
exactly what is amiss ..If we are
bad, compare us to a similarly
"dimming" band, or at least
explain yourself. The sole
purpose of a music review is to
provide readers with an idea
of a band or musician's sound.
Instead you have managed to
completely circumnavigate
this goal with reasoning
contradictory to your very
purpose as a critic (to which I
will address further down).
Rather than defend or explain
your distaste for Danger Baby,
you take time out to attack
Northwest Music Online. You
claim that "other bands"-
which you admit you haven't
heard-are .more_~~se~!L~!_.,.
a "band of the month" title.
Unsupported statements like
that make me feel like a victim
of musical McCarthyism. Then,
not only do you bash Northwest
Music Online, you go on to bash
places we've 'played by calling
them "local dives." I am sure
the owners and patrons of the
Eastside Tavern, Tom Grainey's
and J.T. Toads" Club: Savvys,
,Bogi~s, Boise State University~
where
I don't have to like everything I hear, but
I am grateful to hear it. Through media,
I have developed a better understanding
of what I like and dislike and why. I am
a fan of music, and I reject the idea that
Danger Baby is in the wrong for taking
pride in what we do, for setting goals, or
even seeking success. You take the easy
way out when you jump to the conclusion
that we think we are superstars or we
deserve fame. You claim we shouldn't
care what other people think, but in your
ranting you overstep a very fine line. Part
'of taking pride in what you do is finding
the point at which your ideas and art
can improve, and become a part of other
people's lives; I have concluded from your
article that we didn't achieve this goal with
you, but I think it is ignorant and unfair
to criticize us for simply attempting it.
Greg Sasser
Danger Baby Guitarist
question that blatantly slanders our company;,
NO, neither are we, in anyway, the parents of, or
are we run by, the band Danger Baby. The band
of the month is chosen by our founder monthly
and based usually on some accomplishment a
band has made and that he deems noticeable
or worthy (i.e. a new member, a new album
release, etc.). .
Sometimes it's just what he's in, the mood
for. ' Either way, just as The Arbiter allows Mr.
Mayer to publish his ridiculous opinion, we are
allowed to promote whom we chose. No matter
how angered I am by the amount of slander
involved, thanks for the name dropping, Mr.
Mayer; our site hits went up twofold since you
mentioned us just this morning. Our site is
basically run by and for bands. Our goal is to
get bands seen and heard in an unbiased and
all encompassing way. Any band and any form
of music, from any location, is able to sign up
on our website. Band listings are free of charge
to all bands in the Northwest (Idaho, Oregon,
Washington). It makes a great avenue to keep
bands in touch with each other, with fellow
musicians, and with recording studios, press
pack opportunities, venues/bars, and the music
loving populous of the world. Besides band
listings, we have classifieds, news, and events
calendars, an online radio station, and much
more.
I am a BSU student, and was appalled when I
picked up a copy my school's paper. Not only
was an entire half of the 5th page dedicated
to biased bashing of a fairly prominent local
band, whose name is rather well knowaround
campus, it also bashed a supportive' local
business, NWMO, along with BSU itself. BSU
and the' Arbiter should be appalled by its
supposed A&E editor, who's job is to support
local arts and music. The least he could do is
take the time to be fully informed before he
spouts off ethnocentric, immature, uneducated
opinions.
Please check out www.dangerbaby.netto
make your own judgments and www.northwes
tmusiconline.com / www.nwmo.us for further
info on this band and other local bands. Feel
free to email me.bobie@mvrno.us. with any
comments, suggestions, or to get involved with
NWMO. -
ROCKONI
Bobie McKelvy
Marketing Director, NWMO
etc. are happy to be included in such an
unflattering statement. You criticize us
for taking ourselves too seriously, but then
you rip us for playing at places that are
apparentlyajoke to you. You tell us that we
should make music that we like-which we
do-and we should have no expectations
of succeeding, yet you set several (poorly
derived) expectations. Why are we being
crucified for having goals? We don't feel
we deserve fame simply because we put
together a press packet, and you are an
arrogant dolt for making such a leap. It's
obvious you hardly know us, our goals, or
even how many people are in our band.
You see Brian, you've lost yourself
in a very contradictory type of social
venting. You cannot become a victim of
mass media (MTV, radio, etc.) without
becoming an advocate of it-which you
are as a newspaper editor. You cannot
even conceive what good or bad music
is without using what you've heard and
seen as a weighing mechanism. I tl1ank the
mass media, MTV included, for providing
me with an opportunity to reach outside
of Boise, Idaho to shape my taste in music.
PAGES
A&E editor a 'whining hack,
Brian Mayer is a ranting idiot, with little if any knowledge of music. Besides the fact that he
dismissed the band Danger Baby without hearing them live, he uses his article as launching point
for a ridiculous argument. His claim that kids playing guitars take rock n' roll too seriously is about
as meaningful as his so-called-experience with "many bands." My bet is that Brian-in his expertise-
is nothing more than a whining hack incapable of appreciating or recognizing real talent. The least
his broke ass could of done was gone to a Danger Baby show before making such a bold claim.
Jason MacFarlane
Danger Baby rocks you listened to it more closely you might havecommented, on a musical side, that thereis a
section near the beginning that shifts from a
hard rock sound to an almost electric folksound
back to an almost desperate hard rock sound.
This distinguishes it, from their other songs.
And this is only one example of a distinguishing
feature of a song.
-Additionally, had you listened to the lyrics,
you would have noticed the metaphorical value
and clarity of thought in "We Charge."
Perhaps what is confusing to you is that each
song has the same lead singer, or the same
drummer, or the same bass player, lead guitar,
rhythm guitar. Well, let me let you in on a little
secret-veach song on the demo was recorded by
the same band. Eddie Vedder was lead on all
of Pearl Jam's songs, and some of them sound
similar, but each song is different. There will of
course be similarities between the songs-vthey
are written and performed by the same people.
I imagine if I use this article as a gauge of your
talent, I can make the inference that each
of your subsequent articles will be the same
mediocre, close-minded drivel.
So, for anyone who is interested in actually
forming their own opinions instead of taking
Mr. Mayer's opinion as the gospel truth, go to
www.dangerbaby.net .and find out when the
next show is, or they will be playing Face Off
November 13 at Boise State.
It seems to me that a review of a band
should not end with the sentence, "Those are
my thoughts, I would like to hear yours." This
implies opinion, which is what this particular
article is, not a review. It is a heavily biased,
uninformed, mediocre attempt at a music
review. So, Mr. Mayer, here are my thoughts,
since you are so eager to hear them.
I am a chick. I listen to chick music. I listen to
feminist folk/rock music. I listen to Ani, I listen
to Tori Amos, I listen to Bitch and Animal. I
generally don't listen to the type of music that
Danger Baby plays. However, I do listen to
Danger Baby, because I've gone to a few of their
live shows and, honestly, they rock. I am open
enough to attempt to experience music outside
of my "type," which it seems you, Mr. Mayer,
are unable to do.
Danger Baby has a wide range of talent and
diversity in their songs. I have not heard the
demo in question, but I'm sure if you were to
list the songs that were included (there were
three, not an arduous task, I'm sure) and
perhaps comment on them individually (a little
trick most reviewers attempt to use, you know,
commenting on the actual music you listened
to as opposed to music as an industry), I could
probably add my own blurb about each song.
I do know that "V{e Charge for Water" was
included on this demo you heard, and had Patri Ann Thompson
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NBA comes to Boise
t.
i.
BY'AND~ TRUJll;LO
',.~t~~k\~~~r:,...
.-',<" ;.!l;-:::I\~" .:","
1ber~' wa~rio~l Maioll~;no:":
John Stockton;:and' noPatric1c'
Ewing., But..lhercwas.NB4.
basketball, ,and it was played in
Boise: The Utah Jazz and thel!
New York Knicbbraught their.
games to the Pavilion Tuesday
night for a preseason east versus
west showdown.
The brand new Pavilion floor
was revealed to 9,114 fans, who'
on this night, cheered the Utah
Jazz as their horne team. Absent '
were '.the . legends, the ..future.
hall-of-famers, who built their .
respective' franchises over the
past decade. But present were
the new wave of stars, some
veteran, some rookie - but all
looking to make their mark in
the league.
The Knicks definitely offer
the more experienced roster.
Remember Charlie Ward, the
1993 Heisman trophy winner on
the Florida State football team?
He's entering his tenth year
in the pros, and is the starting
point guard for the Knicks.
What about Dikembe
Mutombo out of John
Thompson's Georgetown
program? The big guy just came
to the Knicks a little over a week
ago, for his thirteenth year of
NBAplay.
And not to overlook Keith
Van Hom, who finished up his
collegiate career not so long
ago. Van Hom was a member
of Rick Majerus' 1997 nationally
ranked Utah team.
Now jump to the younger,
new look Jazz lineup. You've
got the likes of Matt Harpring,
who most folks remember from
his Georgia Tech days.
Move to the big man in the
middle, Greg Ostertag, who
grew under the tutelage of
Roy Williams in the historical
Kansas program.
Remember 2000, when a flood
of high school players declared
themselves for the NBA draft?
DeShawn Stevenson was one of
them. This baller is entering his
fourth pro season at the tender
ageof22.
Jump forward. Does the
name 'Collins' ring a bell?
Recall the 6'11" Stanford senior
from the 2001 Cardinal team?
Over 9,000fans watched the Jau jump to a porfect 3·0 in preseason
action with their win over the Knicks. Moro importantly, the Jau
victory marked tho franchise's first-ever preseason win in Boise.
No, not that Collins. Not the
one that's a member ofthe New
Jersey Nets Eastern Conference
Championship team. That's
his twin Jason. This is Iarron
Collins. .
Drop down almost a foot,
and you have Jermaine Boyette,
listed at a very suspect 6'2" on
the team roster. Boise State fans
might remember Boyette from
last season, when he played
against our 'beloved Broncos
as a member of the Big Sky's
Weber State team.
Last but certainly not least,
the Jazz have Keon Clark. The
guy stands 6'11", and weighs in
at 2211bs. Can you say 'protein
shake'? Clark makes Bronco
forward Aaron Haynes look like
he needs a Slim-Fast! But he did
go to UNLV, and he does have
mad game.
Utah entered the exhibition
0-4 all-time at the Pavilion.
Still, the team was 2-0 in the
preseason and looked fresh
entering Tuesday's contest.
Before the game started, Jazz
center Greg Ostertag addressed
the crowd, encouraging them
to "get loud and have a good
time."
The game started out slow,
with the teams tied at 16 all at
the end of the first quarter. But
when the whistle blew, from
the second quarter on, it was
all Utah. By the conclusion
of the first half, the Jazz had
dominated the inside, scoring
20 points in the paint compared
See NBApage 7
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The football team has won
three games in a row. For
those of you who aren't sports
literate, that's awinning streak.
We've beaten Wyoming,
Louisiana Tech and Tulsa.
Wyoming may have been a
little suspect, but the other two
were worthy opponents if Ido
say so myself.
La Tech hung around with
Miami, who last I checked
was ranked second in the
nation. Tulsa on the other
hand, before we beat them,
was coming off a win against
a Hawaii team picked to finish
first in the WAC this year.
Once again I ask you to
do the math. If Hawaii was
supposed to finish first in the
WAC and Tulsa beat them,
then Hawaii beat Fresno who
was picked to finished second.
Meanwhile we beat Tulsa.
Now any logical human
being can put two and two
together and figure that Boise
State should be the favorite to
win the WAC this year.
But even though I haven't
even looked at the polls, they
are probably saying that we
will take second place and
that Fresno State will beat us.
Ithink whoever does the polls
are just mad at us because our
turf is blue.
Now that we've established
who the best team in the
WAC is, let's talk about the
conference as a whole. We
did take a step up from
the Big West, which was a
sorry conference and is still
present only in the form of
half the teams in the Sunbelt
Conference.
The WAC isn't one of the
most respected ofthe nation's
conferences, but if you look at
the outcomes of all the non-
conference games this season,
we're pretty damn good.
La Tech hung with Miami,
Nevada beat Washington,
Fresno beat Oregon State. We
almost beat Oregon State and
I'm sure we are going to slap
up BYUin a few weeks.
People should take notice of
the WAC because soon we are
going to be a super-conference
like some of the others, and
that's going to be trouble.
any field, but the field at Gerald
J. Ford stadium in Dallas.
Saturday's forecast is calling for
temperatures in the mid 80's, a
scorcher compared to the mild
temperatures the Broncos have
been enjoying at home.
The Broncos are coming off
a 27-20 homecoming win over
Tulsa; a less-than-convincing
performance by most fans'
standards.
The Broncos took a 20-0 lead
into the locker room at the
half, only to be outs cored 20-7
in the final two quarters. The
Broncos' high-octane offense
only managed to put up 107
total yards of offense in the
second half.
Although the game was close
at the end, a win is still a win.
The Broncos are one of only two
teams who are undefeated in
conference play.
Coach Hawkins can relate to
the expectations of fans, but
tries to keep his team focused
on the task at hand.
"You have to stay true to your
vision and continue to work on
the things that have made you
successful in the past," Hawkins
said.
Getting geared up to play a
conference cellar dweller like
SMU could pose problems
for some teams. However, the
Broncos are not just focused
on the op.ponent, but on self-
improvement as well.
Coach Hawkins said the team
• Have an excellent command of the English language
• Obtain a bachelor's degree by July 1, 2004
• Be a {tS. citiW\-- -
• Be willing to relocate to Japan for one year
Broncos aim to go 3...0 inWAC
Teach English in junior and senior high schools in Japan
Learn about Japanese culture and people
Gain international experience
has a lot of things to work on
in putting together the perfect
game.
"We are not there yet and
should not be content with the
current progress," Hawkins
said.
The Mustangs have yet to
win a game this season, but
anything can happen on any
given Saturday. The Broncos
will have their hands fullwith
a team that likes to run the
ball. Coach Hawkins said the
Broncos have to control the
SMU ground game, have solid
special teams play, and keep
the ball off of the turf to win this
game.
"(We) must limit turnovers
and needless penalties,"
Hawkins said.
The Broncos intend on
coming back from Dallas one
step closer to defending their
championship and proving to
the rest of the conference that
they are a force to be reckoned
with.
PHOTO BY STANLEY BREWSTER/ll-IE ARBIlER
Boise State moved to 5-1 overall, and a perfect 2-0 in the WACafter
a 27-20win over conference rival Tulsa on Saturday. Boise State
is on the road this weekend in Dallas, taking on the struggling 0-6
SMUMustangs.
Q1TADS ON THE PARK
BYTODD GABWEL
Special to The Arbiter
The Boise State Broncos
(5-1, 2-0) travel to Dallas,
Texas this week to take on the
winless Mustangs of Southern
Methodist University, in the
first-ever meeting between
these two teams.
Th~ 0-6 Mustangs have no
hope of winning the conference
title this season, but would love
to play spoiler to the Bronco's
quest at defending their 2002
WACChampionship.
The task at hand won't be
easy though. The Mustangs
have secured the bottom spot
in almost every team statistic
in the conference, while the
Broncos lead the conference in
QB rating, individual rushing
yards, individual receiving
yards, and scoring.
The Broncos easily win this
game on paper, but fortunately
for SMU the game will be
played on the field. Not just
POTTER
Personal Bedroom Suites
with Shared Common Area
989 Sherwood
(208) 336-8787 from $295
STIWARl' ARMS
Off Juanita betWeen
Boise Ave. & University Ave.
1&2 Bedrooms from $395
(208) 861-0185
RIVER TERRACE------------ -----
Corner of Martha &
Boise Ave. 1&2 Bedrooms
from $435.00
(208) 343-3546
At the corner of 14th & River
1&2 Bedrooms from $395
feline friendly
(208) 338-4345 Applicallons are now available. The deadline for applving is 'Oecember 5. 2003. r
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Bronco lacrosse to host weekend tournament :
ibM
BY JESSE DAY
~ports Rep9!l,er
{ ~ .. The ArJjl!1t;:,~;
..l,1~1'.'};".
',The Boise State ,tB.~se club
'Yill host its fiftll,~wu Gem
;.,)SJ:ate?:'"".~crQ.~se:,~;..".ln.~.tationalt. staI1fugFti~aY. ,,:},,?l,;'j~'"
~:Z,Z~gp.t:~:i,·~t~~.·:,from·" the
Northwest will' compete in
Boise for the tournament
trophy this weekend. There
will be two games for each of
the teams competing in the
tournament. The two highest .
seeded teams will then play for
the tournament championship.
Boise State will open the
tournament facing off against
the University of Montana on
Friday, then follow up with
games against Washington
State and Whitman College on
IS
Saturday.
Boise State Lacrosse Head
Coach Alain Rodrigue said the
Broncos' toughest competition
will be Whitman College.
"There are some better teams
in the tournament that we
aren't scheduled to play, I think
Whitman College will .provide
the biggest challenge for us this
weekend, • Rodrigue said,
The Boise State, team was
officially recognized in1995 as a
collegiate club sport. In1998 the
lacrosse team was. invited to the
ROl:kyMountain Intercollegiate
Lacrosse League in Division IV.
By 2001 the Broncos won the
Division II championship and
were moved up to Division Ifor
the 2002 season.
,,'·Rodrigue. said since. then. it's
been a tough couple of years for
iL., JUt'll:
the group.
"We had won the
championship in Division II,
we were moved up to Division
I, and then 11 of our players
left. So last year was a year of
rebuilding, but this year we
have a roster of about 40 guys
consisting of fresh talent from
the high schools," Rodrigue
said.
The Bronco program' has ,.
been' boosted. by the •addition
of lacrosse to many of the area :
schools in the past couple of
years. T~s creates' both an
interest and talent for the team.
Rodrigue said this is a time ·of
opportunity for the sport: of
lacrosse to really grow in the
city. of trees and at Boise State.
"We are in an exciting period
here in Boise because of the
1fow are you ~elin8in
these uncertain times?
NBA
from page 6
to New York's 10. Utah also ran
the court well, converting 15
fast break points in the first two
quarters of piay, which led to
the 41-35 halftime lead.
The third quarter brought
much of the same, as the Jazz
upped their lead to 12 points.
Utah continued to capitalize on
the play of their big men, and
unleashing their guards on the
break.
New York made one last run
in the tail end of the fourth
quarter, but the spurt was not
enough to overtake the Jazz,
I
on their home court away from
home.
With 3.7 seconds left on
the game clock, Utah's Raja
Bell soared through the air,
slammed home the 81-65 win
and sent the fans home happy.
The' overall sloppy play
was indicative of preseason
basketball, as the teams
combined for an almost equal
amount of turnovers (52) as
field goals (53). But it didn't
seem to matter to the crowd,
who seemed just as enthralled
with the Jazz. mascot "Bear"
as they did with the action on
the hardwood. Bear launched
miniature basketballs, posters,
and T-shirts into the crowd
throughout. the game. By
the conclusion of the night,
the mascot seemed to have
cultivated some fans of his own,
judging by the 'mob of younger
fans which trailed him around
the court.
But it was Utah's Andrei
Kirilenko, who stepped it up.
His 17 points in 24 minutes,
accompanied by a team-high
seven rebounds, stole the show.
The Jazz beat the Knicks by
a final score of 81-65, jumping
to a perfect 3-0 in preseason
action. More importantly,
the Jazz victory marked the
franchise's first -ever preseason
win in Boise. As it turns out, the
fifth time's a charm,
$ MM ..£3tQ,. .~.£.. au, J &*.£4%'9,- ,
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high schools adding lacrosse to
their list of sports. Lacrosse is
growing very rapidly, H Rodrigue
said.
Three-year defenseman and
Lacrosse Club President Jacob
Wilson says the sport is really
exciting and fun to watch.
"I know this has been said
before but its true, this is the
fastest game on two feet. It is
very fast paced and intense
full-contact game, its non-stop
action, lots of fun," Wilson said.
The Broncos overall team
goal is to do well following
last year's rebuilding. Wilson
said improving Boise State's
credibility in Division I is a huge
fuststep. . :
"We are really trying to
recover from our rebuilding
period. 1 think our goal overall
is to make a name for ourselves .
in Division I,H Wilson said.
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Sad?
Where:
When:
Who:
What:
L
!,
PeaifuC? Stressed?
'1-fyyer? P.£hin8?
Learn more a60ut
iJ)eyression,13!po(ariJ)isorder,~nxiety~ and Stress at
FREE DEPRESSION SCREENINGS!
Studen~Union, Room Hatch D
Thursday,' October 16, 2003, 10:00 a.m•• 3:00 p.m.
Students, faculty and staff are invited to participate
Watch a video, complete a questionnaire, meet privately
with a mental health professiorial
Sponsored by Health, Wellness & Counseling Services, and The Arbiter
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the sexual promiscuity encountered there. Graphically
funny, "Satan" seemed to satirize American heterosexual
pornography by illustrating just how silly and unlikely such
events are to materialize.
"Horse Dreams in BBQCountry" followed, and documented
a day in the life of a homosexual couple that had been together
for 14 years. The film dissected nearly every daily aspect
of their lives that a 20 minute documentary possibly could,
from the mundane chore oflaundty to briefly discussing their
boring sex life. It also divulged their aspirations and success'.
This was probably my favorite film because in certain scenes
the couple bickered as any couple of 14 years would. The
setting was ironic because the couple lived in Texas, but were
accepted socially as part of the community, so far, in fact, that
community BBQ's often took place at the couple's home on
the weekend.
"Liu Awaiting Spring" was pretty hard to follow because it
was so abstract. Images flashed upon the screen very briefly,
but the director, Andrew Soo, did a nice job focusing the
viewer's attention on where he wanted it. Basically, the film
covered a young boy's internal conflict coping with feeling.
different. I probably would have liked the film more if! could
see it a second time.
The tensest film, in my opinion, was "Contact," a 10 min.
short by Stephen Remington. It illustrates the way a young
man copes with the uncertainty of sexual conduct and AIDS.
Remington does a particularly good job using mysterious
aspects of life, for example dreams, to illustrate the agony of
uncertainty. The protagonist of the story is a reckless young
man who subtly illustrates the fears associated with living an
alternative lifestyle.
Award-winning director John Greyson put together a crazy
film titled ..Nunca ."·Perhaps I was mentally preoccupied, but
I hated this short. It made no sense to me, but I would be
willing to watch it again to hopefully catch things I missed. It
didn't help that the sound quality was scratchy. Most of the
movies referenced in the short were ones I'had never seen,
which may have been another factor in my displeasure.
"Summer in My Veins" was one of the most difficult to see.
A young American college student has lived as a gay male
throughout his academic career, and has successfully hidden
his sexual identity from his mother, who lives in India. His
mother and aunts fly in for his graduation ceremony, and
afterward all take a lengthy road trip before she must return
to India. It is imperative that the protagonist confront his
unsuspecting mother because he may have contracted HIV
after having unprotected sex with an HIV-positive partner.
The climax of the film comes when he comes out, and his
mother seems to age 20 years on screen. It is a very touching
and upsetting film and if you get a chance to see this movie,
do.
"Moddonalogue," directed by Mark McCormick was
. unsettling, partly because AIDS is unsettling, but also because
it exemplified the heartache of relationships frayed to some
extent. Behind all of the sombering conflict was hope though,
hope discovered in various forms of simple pleasure, for
instance music, friendship, and companionship.
All of these films had a basic, underlying theme. Empathy,
compassion, human experience. Normalcy. Thank you Mr.
Newman and company, for a wonderful experience 'and for
suggesting (however inadvertently) that to truly understand
something different from ourselves we must. look within
ourselves. Applause, close curtain, fade to black.
con used?
Queer as Film II
"Dopamine": The
The
NotoriousB.A.G.
Dear Notorious BAG.,
I am a returning student here
at BSU with a situation. I hope ;
you can help me.
I've been auditing a class with
an adjunct professor who really
turns me on. We have a good
relationship in class and I think
he senses my interest. Ihaven't '
gotten any feelings of rejection I
from him.
Should I make a move? And
if so, would it be ethical on his '
part to respond? Are studentl
professor relationships OK, or
just sick and wrong?
Dave
Dear Dave,
Since you used the name
"Dave", I can only assume that
it is not your real, name. If you
readers out there know a student
named Dave-vthis is probably
-not him so don't freak out.
You pose an interesting query.
As we all know, it is considered
taboo for teachers to fraternize
with students of the opposite sex
but how does society feel about
relationships between students
of the same sex? Let's take a
poll. Headers: What do you think
about same sex or opposite
sex relationships between
professors and students? Email
your opinion to Notoriousbag6
9@Yahoo.com.
In response to your questions
Dave, you need to make sure,
absolutely sure that your
professor is of the same sexual
orientation as you. It could
prove very uncomfortable
for you if you make advances
toward your professor and
you offend him. You also need
to make sure that you are
not simply attracted to your
teacher's intellect--resulting in
a temporary fascination. Once
you have made sure that you
can proceed with reasonable
certainty, by all means go for it.
I don't care what a person's
station in life is, if you feel.
some tiling for them let them
know. More often than not
people shy away from acting on
their emotions. It is a shame to
let something go just because
you are afraid of the impression
that it makes on others. There
is no question that teacher
student relationships are viewed
negatively by society--but
who cares? Society is generally
comprised of a bunch of idiots
that don't know what they really
think anyway.
Go for it Dave, but be careful.
Find your destiny.
BAG.
weet Chemistry of Love
BYKEVINCRUST
The Los Angeles Times-
Washirlgton Post News Services
view of relationships is based
primarily on his father's theory
that all human emotions are
simply chemical reactions
generated by biological
necessity. One of those
necessities, of course, is
perpetuation of the species,
which leads to interaction of
the sexes and ... strong chemical
reactions. Or is it love?
"Dopamine's" title comes
from the name of the naturally
occurring chemical produced
by the human body that mayor
may not explain the euphoria
we feel when falling in love.
When Rand first meets lloyd's
character, Sarah, a painter-
kindergarten teacher, in a: bar,
he hesitates, unsure how to
respond to her obvious interest. love. His father's theories make
The movie's nominal plot, for a good cover story but leave
about an interactive animated him ill-prepared for someone as
bird named Koy Koy that Rand complex as Sarah.
and his business partners are lloyd plays Sarah with a
developing, is less interesting smoldering directness, her
than me interaction between piercing dark eyes allowing
the characters, but serves to Rand little room to avoid his
give Rand a second chance with feelings. She has little patience
. Sarah. for his theories and forces him
While Rand and Sarah are to face the real reasons he has
both somewhat introverted, embraced them. Likewise,
the actors use very different Rand prompts Sarah to examine
approaches to draw in the her impulsive, sometimes
audience. Livingston, whose self-destructive behavior and
brother, Ron, has appeared confront the causes of her own
in "Swingers," "Office Space" inward-directed anger.
and "Band of Brothers," Together, Livingston and
gives Rand a raised eyebrow, - lloyd exhibit their own
bemused wariness that reveals chemistry •• the kind actors
his discomfort with the idea of need to make a movie romance
plausible and lead audiences
to care whether or not their
characters get together.
Visually, Decena and '
cinematographer Rob
Humphreys use 24P digital
video (24 frames per second,
like film, rather than video's
standard 30) to beautifully
capture contemporary, post-
cyberboom San Francisco in all
its mist-shrouded glory.
The filmmakers unfortunately
use a gimmick -- a CGl
representation of the chemical
reactions in Rand as he
experiences 'the initial attraction
and later, deeper feelings toward
Sarah .- that at first seems clever
but eventually wears thin,
proving a distraction at key
HOLLYWOOD -- A variation
on the indie slacker dramas of
the '90s, "Dopamine" manages
to rise above the navel-gazing of
that genre with well-developed
characters and strong
performances, particularly by
the two leads, John Livingston
and Sabrina lloyd.
Written by Mark Decena
and Timothy Breitbach and
directed by Decena, the movie
overcomes some forced artiness
to be a sweet, smart romance
~thout being saccharine,
Livingston plays Rand, a
computer animator whose
CRIME~
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Center For Spiritual Living
6000 N Curtis Rd, Ste. 105
(East side of Curtis, just
north of Emerald)
Kriya Yoga is Nonsectarian
KENWOODcD player JOIN US ON:
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A&EWriter
The Arbiter
When I spoke with Nick Newman, head organizer of
the 'Queer as Film' festival, he explained why the task of
compiling videos for the event was so difficult. One purpose,
he explained, was putting together a group of films that
honestly and fairly represent gay and lesbian life, sexual
liberation, self-expression, and daily trials. He cautioned
against enforcing both positive and negative stigmas,
because such stigmas solidify a place in society by which
whole communities are labeled. The problem occurs when
some member does not conform, for whatever reason, and is
suddenly viewed as deviant. Deviance is a negative attribute.
I liken it to Langston Hughes' plight in Harlem. Most of
his readers were middle-upper class white citizens. Hughes
became representative of a whole race, and he was concerned
about how to illustrate African-American life. He knew what
his readers expected, but he felt obliged to display truism,
explain that African-American life is just that .- life.
So last Friday I sat at The Boise State Special Events Center
awaiting the first show, "Live Nude Girls Unite!" I wasn't sure
what to expect, having never been to a gay film festival, never
having been to a gay film. Actually the only exposure I ever
have to homosexuality is the flamboyant antics of "Will and
Grace" and the lisp-spitting specialists on "Queer Eye for the
Straight Guy."
My anxious tension dissolved soon after "Unite!" began.
This film follows a group of San Francisco strippers who,
after tolerating terrible working conditions--violence, sexual
exploitation by management, and racial discrimination--
fight to unionize. Interestingly enough, this documentary
Is directed by Julia Query, an active participant and stripper
involved in the labor organization. While struggling for
better treatment in the workplace, Query also simultaneously
struggles with the decision to tell her mother about her job
as a stripper. The film is so engaging that when the labor
contracts were drawn up and Query's team succeeded I very
nearly applauded and began cheering ..
During intermission, I stood in the lobby. Surely here
is where all those statements I heard in high school about
homosexuals proved true -- they can be spotted a mile away,
after all, homosexuality is not normal, right? Any minute I
.could expect to be assaulted by a barrage of come-ons by
men, because they are, after all, sexually ravenous beasts
ready to jump on anyone.
But wait. Where were the come-ons? In fact, no one
seemed to pay me any mind. I cannot even flatter myself
by claiming someone glanced me up and down. And what
of their appearance? Young, old, Asian, Caucasian, male,
female, well dressed, informally clad, it was all so ... normal.
Expectations fell by the millisecond. I began to eavesdrop
on conversation. In conversation is where the tell-tale
heart beats. That is where I would discover homosexuality
abounding. Shockingly enough, people were talking about
their work, friendships, parking tickets, good restaurants.
Human existence. Life, struggle, despair, joy, pleasure. I
entered the theatre interested in what the shorts program,
title d "Boy Trouble" had in store.
"Canada, Sperm Bank of Satan," a 12 min. film directed
by Graham Hollings opened the chapter of films. A fictional
work, it follows one gay American's trip to Canada and
7:00 - 8:30PM
dramatic points. Several highly
stylized montages seem at odds
with the movie's own nature.
Although flawed, "Dopamine"
is ultimately a witty and
perceptive movie dealing with
the ways people experience
love and loss in an increasingly
distracted and remote world.
Part of the Sundance Film
Series, this is exactly the type
of movie that lacks the obvious
commercial elements to attract
a name-brand distributor but
is certainly accessible enough to
deserve an audience beyond the
festival circuit.
Spirituality for Busy People
FREE PUBLIC
LECTURE BY
GONESH BABA
advanced householder
disciple of paramahamsa
hariharananda
(pictured on left)
ADMISSION: FREE
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Bartenden InDemand Yard sale and Bake salel 1989 Ford F150 Townhouse for sale. 3bd1 Brand New Snowboaro
No End- TOTALLY
Jobs in Boise Area. Make Sat, Oct. 18, 'am - 3pm~ 5 speed manual. Asking 2.5 bath. 10min walk Bindings & Boots. Must
remodeled IAvailable
$ t00-$1 50 per shift. Call Serenity House 2501 W. $1250. Ca,ll Scott. to BSU. Great rental or
Sell! ISacrifice $200; Call 11/01103. 1-2Ibdrins from
1-8oo-bartend.(227 -8363) State Street. Fundraiser 333-2579 family home. 363-0102 for details. 866-3020
$580· $875. Call877-
for the transitional home
999-9491 (toll free)
for women. Sponsored 1997 Dodge Neon Italian leather couch and
by Boise State Returning Red4-Dr. Clean, Runs loveseat for sale! Brand
Clean Responsible
j ~ Women's Group: To
Great, New Breaks, AT, new, still in plastic. Retail outdoors person to share
make Donations, call AC, CD, 66k mi. $33001 $2450, sacrifice $899. Price Reduced!! 1 BDRM
a 3bdrm11.5 bench home.
,- 426-4259Women's Ctr. obo Call 343-4516 Call 888-1464
on Broadway. View, Prkg, No Dogs. $300 + 1/3.~' $395.426-0089 Util. 426-0332
Childcare openings now
available near BSU.
MWF7-6 hrs neg.
342-0196.Home setting.
First aid CPR certified.
ASBStr'provides
FREE ATTORNEY
CONSULTATIONS
426 ~'14 4 0 •
with a local
prIvate lawyer for
most legal problems
you may have,.lncludlng
d1vorce/f8JIl1lylaw
landlord problems
chlld custody and
chlld support
collectIon and dept
problems
personallr\lury and
Insurance
workmen's compensation
claIms
DUI/orImlnal
Join Alpha Xi Delta for
"Into the Streets". Meet
in front of INFO desk
Oct. 25 @ 8:30am or call
Katrina @ 602-3606
Party in Canada. Skiing
and snowboarding trip.
BSU invades Whistler.
Call James for more
information. 631-7878
Artists and animaters
wanted for unpaid pas.
for the develop. of a NFP
cartoon prog. Email:
mharwood@cablcone.net
1964 Cbevy Bel Air
$2500/000 713-8400
1980 Buick Skylark
4Dr, 110Miles, V-6, AT,
AlC, Snow Tires. $5001
obo Call 376- 7956
1990 Geo Prism LSI
Blue, 4/door, new tires,
very dependable. Great
Condition. $1300/0bo
Call Katie @ 333-0734
1969 Mercedes 220D .
Restored, great condition,
needs motor. $700/0bo
338-7891
1988 BMW 7351
Auto, C/O, sunroof,
Grey, leather interior.
$3900/0bo. Call Brandon
@407-2139
1995 Ford Taurus GL
White, alc, cid,88k
miles, good condition.
$3 1OO/obo.
Call 846-8428
1997 Pontiac Grand Am
In great condition. $4995
338-7891
1995 Toyota Pickup 4x4
Swamper Tires, Sliding
rear window, with extras,
great cond .. $8500/0bo
Call Jamie @ 587-2901
2001 KLX 300R
Kawasaki Motorcycle
Like neww/extras.
$2950 Call Kirk or Annie
at 322-5731 or 409-5731
Newer Mobile home,
3Bdrm/ 2Bth, mtn views,
fenced yard, deck,
2/Carport. Financing
available. Gary 841-2143
20k below market value.
3 bdrm 2 1/2 bath. 1275
sq ft. Only 4 yrs old.
794-0828
Search barnes for sale
@ AllIdahoHomes.com
or call for a free list
371-2524. Josh Knight.
Prudential RE
Mattress Set, Full Size
Brand New in package.
Sacrifice $99.
Call 866-7476
King size pillow top
mattress set Brand new in
bag. Must sell $225. Can
deliver. 866-7476
5-Piece Cherry Bedroom
set. Brand-new in the
box. Retail $1450,
sacrifice $395.
Call 888-1464
Blue Toddler Car Bed,
$80713-3825
Cherry sleigh bed. Solid
wood. New-in-box.
Value $850, sacrifice
$295. Call 888-1464
Queen pillow top
mattress set. Brand new,
still in plastic. Must sell
$159. Can deliver.
866-7476
Daybed including
Mattress. $100/0bo
703-0155
Attn: Music 100 students.
LISTEN 4th edition 6 CD
set. $20. 794-0828
4 16" Phasse 2 rims, wi
2 profile tires. $300 208-
342-7393Ask for Corey
2 Cerwin Vega V30D
Club Speakers. Each
200W, 2-way w/15 inch
woofers, Sohms. Excel.
condo $350 for the pair.
396-3918
FREE gift money for
qualified homebuyers.
Use for a down payment
or closing cost. Prudential
Jensen RE. Call Josh
Knight@371-2524
Share 3bdrml2ba in W
Boise, wId, alc, fenced
yard, partially fum. $3751
mo. Includes Util. 484-
2159No Smkg
FREE UTILITIES I
FREE CABLE TVI
I
" I
IlfIB paybsdlaal. vHe)1ll11eM
is39 00ys a yeml
Collegl SIRllItl Include:
• S716.OOJllIIIIIldt
• IbIllIlWard S1OO/ma
• lo,lm\blnlcllls~
---Plus:---
lid iDI$22llOObhllX1lIlWelQllll
JllIIlIIldtllX1llilrotBlah
W»AIrat N<6Id Goon!
AddltlDnal Slanina Bonul
_ S3000 • saoooamr 863-3516 or 373-7218
Be A Bartender
Hands on training in
Boise. Must be 18 or
older. Earn $15-$30Ihr.
1-2 week program, job
placement assistance,
flexible hrs. Get certified!
Call 1-800-333- TIPS
(8477)
Entertainment I Music
- Jump-Start Your
Career By Promoting
projects such as3II,
Coldplay, Nelly Furtado,
Ataris & Chevelle.
Internships available
with Hi Frequency Musil)
Marketing www.strect-
freq.comlrepapp or fax
resume to 732.545.6005
Bartenders Trainees
Needed. $250/day
potential. Local Positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext 223
Auditioning Go-Go
Dancers, please apply in
person, Tues-Fri. After
2pm. @ China Blue. 100
S. 6th St. Boise
BroncoJobs....,.....•
Looking/or Jobs
while you are a
student, Career
Opportunities, or
Internships?
STUDENT WQRK
White 84 4-door Jetta
5 spd. Fuel inject. Great
for around town. $1,000
Call after 5pm @
376-3785
1997 Dodge Neon
52k miles, Excellent
Condition. Asking $4200.
Call Darin @ 323-8499
1994 NISSAN SE V6
Truck. Clean, awesome
Truck, new tires, 11Ok
miles. $6500 obo. Call
Mike @ 336-1254 or
447-9773
198.3Mercedes Benz 240D
Great FuelMileage.
Looks sharp! $1600/080
429-6696 or 863-9460
98 Honda Civic EX
Tinted windows, CD
player, power lock!
windows. $6499. Joe
794-3754
1994 Honda Accord
Maroon. NC, Clear Title.
Good Condition inlout.
Will Detail for buyer.
$4200/0bo Call 794-1382
Rent to own
3BDRM 2 Bath, 1150
sq. ft., $800 794-0828
Located in SE Boise
M/F Roommate wanted
to live with F in 2BR
House. 6 Blks to BSU,
Nc, wid, parking, $300 +
1/2 Util. 333-9701
2lbd Ilba Historic
House. 1802 Euclid Ave.
Garage, fed, Yard. Close
to Manitou Park & BSU.
$760/rno.342-1928
Room for rent. Next to
BSUI Spacious Room,
Cablel Internet. $300/mo.
Call Andrew @ 284-5211
or Tim @ 867-3784
Fraternities - Sororities,
Clubs - Student Groups
Earn $1000-$2000 this
semester with proven
campus fundraiser. 3hr
fundraising event. Our
free programs makes
fundraislng easy with no
risks. Fundraising dates
are filling up quickly, so
get with the program! It
works. Contact Campus,
Fundraiser at (888) 923-
3238, or visitwww.campu
sfundraiser.com
• $12 Gur. Base-Appt.
• Camlllir sal.stservice
• NotBlelleJb1iDI
or deur Ie door sales
• PT/FTpositions milahle
• Great resumulperience
• Aelibl. scbedule
• IntemSbips
& Scbolalthips possibl.
• No experience necessary
DILBERT~
HE'(I '(OU LEfT A fi
U5ED COFFEE5TIRRER a
ON THE COUNTERII I I THE Wl'.5TEBA5KETWl'.5 ONE FOOT A\.JA'(II AI"\ AN A550CIATE.
NOT '(OUR I'V\IDIII
I CAN'T II'V\GINE
WHAT '(OU TOLD
EVER'(ONE A.T THE
I'V\NAGEI"\ENT
RETREAT...
"-
I)
! BUT OUR I'V\RKETING
• DEPARTI"\ENT I55UED
i A PRE55 RELEA5E 5A'(-
j ING WE'RE DE5IGNING
U A TUNNEL LINKING
EUROPETO DENVER.
50, I'LL
THROW IT
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l'LA5HBACK
By linda C. Black
Tribune Media Services
50 WHATEVER '(OU
DO, DON'T IGNORE
WHAT 1'1"\ 5A'(ING
AND PU5H THE RED
BUTTON.
Cancer Oune 22-July 22)
Today is a 7 - It's possible that you'll
be in a cantankerous moed, so you
may not have much patience with a
- spacey person. Don't snap.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is a 6 - This is a much bet- '
ter day for listening than for asking
questions. More is going on behind
the scenes than you can see out in
the open.
Today's Birthday (Oct. 16)
Your assignment this year is to
expand your influence and accept
a leadership role. This means you'll
have to show others that you can be
trusted to make good decisions -a
skill partially learned through expe-
. rience. To get the advantage, check
the day's rating: l() is the easiest day,
o the most challenging.
Leo Ouly 23-Aug. 22)
Today is a 7 - You could encoun-
ter one of your oldest fears. Face
it down. You just might amaze
yourself.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a 7 - Itwouldn't hurt to
have a wise partner on your side for
a While. You can't be everywhere at
once, no matter how hard you try.
ArIes (March 21-AprllI9)
Today is a 6 - Intellect and emotion
vie for your attention. Don't over-
look one or the other if you want to
find the right answer.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is a 7 - The people who find
out that you're doing well may try to
tap you for a loan. Lending money
wouldn't be a good idea now.
Aquarius Oan. 20-Feb. 18)
Today is a 7 - Making up your mind
was important. Now, get down to
work. Start by learning all the rules
of the game you're going to win.
Taurus (Aprll20-May.20)
Today is a 7 - You could learn a les-
son by making a mistake. Be careful
so that you can catch it before you've
damaged more than your pride.
Ubra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22)
Today is a 7 - Beware of an opportu-
nity that might cost you too much.
Is fame orfortune worth the loss of
your style? I thillk not.
Pisces (Feb. 19·March 20)
Today is an 8 - Romance looks
promising, but money is still tight. If
a friend dumps you now, 'consider it
good luck. You'll do better.
Gemini (May21-June21)
Today is a 7 - Curtail your spend:
ing, even jfyou'dbe spending for a
good reason. Give a loved one your
tiine and attention instead. It'll be
appreciated.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is an 8 - It would be great to
get away for just a couple of days.
Unfortunately, there) something
.. you need to take care of before you
can go.
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ACROSS
1 Fish-landing
tool
5 Out In front
10 Joaquim or
Penelope
14 Butter's brother
15 "Gymnopedies"
composer
16 Queue
17 Italian beach
18 Tropical breezes
20 Amounts hands
collect?
22 Start
23 Fill to excess
24 Operation
26 Pioneer
communities
30 Spirit of "The
Tempest"
31 _Cong
32 Abe's boy
35 Like a cooked
noodle
36 Jogs
38 Actor Lugosi
39 Golfer's gadget
40 First name of
15A
41 Jollity
42 Shallow
45 Endangered
aquatic mammal
49 Ethereal
50 Place to live
51 Coniferous
feature
55 Get the picture
58 King of beasts
59 Profound
60 Plains shelter
61 Ticklish Muppet
62 While<lead-m
63 ,Outlaw Belle
64 Prepares Easter
eggs
DOWN
1 Gamefor
Woods
2 Et_ (and
others)
3 Gov!. agents
4 Track
5 ShreWd
6 Manhattan
part
7 Schedule figs.
We need enthusiastic
individuals with
excellent verbal skills,
to work 20-40
hours per week.
DESIGN YOUR OWN
SCHEDULE
EVENING and WEEKEND
HOURS AVAILABLE
• Pold Irolnlng
• Casual Envlronmont
• A•• lblo Schodul.
$8,001 hour
Please call for .
'more information
658-4888
Crossword
Home Health Care Agcy
Seeking Companions,
NA's & CNA's.
Competitive wages &
flexible Schedules. Apply
@ 877 N. Liberty Ste.
205 Boise, ID 83704 or
call (208) 376-7156
Movie ExtraslModels
Needed. No Exp. req., all
looks and ages. Earn up
to $100-500 a day.
1-888-820-0167 ext. 435
Gymnastics instructors
needed for Bronco
Gymnastics Express.
Some experience
preferred. Call 426-3867
Write your own check.
Sales positions open.
Local company, great
atmosphere. FIT, PIT, will
train. Phone 376-1024
CbsslfitdAds GetBad
Place your ad inTbe
AJbiter. Call345-82D4
(or more details.
mm~
Enter YOIIT College World
Go ooliDe to mid what',
b3ppaJing in the world &,
00 your ooI1ege camplIll!
I CALL IT THE "TUNNEL fi
5HARK: IT CONVERTS a
DIRT AND ROCK INTOi 1
ENERG'( AND CAN DIG
FOREVER.
e 2003 Tribune Media servreee. Inc.
All rights reserved.
8 Lend a hand
9 Joey of the
twist
,10 Resist
separation
11 Washer cycle
12 Below
13 Piquant
19 Least
satisfactory
21 Autumn
24 Fit of temper
25 Shoshones
26 Granular
seasoning
27 Toledo's lake
28 Limit in duralion
29 Call forth
32 Garr of "Tootsie" I--li-+-+---'-'
33 Can. province
34 Arlene or Roald
36 Loyal
37 Ready to pick
38 Rode a two-
wheeler
40 Aromatic
comPound
41 Soggy ground
Solutions
10/18/03
43 Fassbinder or
Rilke
44 Locater
45 Bea Arthur sitcom
46 Capp's hero
47 Protuberances
48 Skilled
51 Hemingway's
sobriquet
52 Unctuous
53 Alaska town
54 Evo's grandson
56 Ave. crcssers
57 Hanoi holiday
